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Charge of the Workshop 
Operation
- Thanks to the tremendous efforts of people at KEK and in the home labs we are very successfully taking physics data
- Machine colleagues are pushing SuperKEKB performance 0 continuous injection, higher beam currents
‣ Next steps in b*y only after summer break / have to be prepared for new surprises/challenges

- Open issues and concerns for PXD
‣ Occupancy drops during background bursts (Are we facing fundamental limitations here?)

‣ Gated mode operation (Before summer we must know how well this works or where we have to improve)

‣ Do we understand the background well enough to confidently extrapolate to final conditions (… and beyond)
- When will we hit our limits in terms of occupancy and accumulated dose?

‣ Do we understand and monitor the PXD data quality well and fast enough?

PXD2020
- A lot of work went into improving the ladder assembly procedure. What will be the final yield?
- How can we recover from the recent switcher SER_out problem and what is the impact on the schedule?
- At the next TB meeting (June 5) we have to report on the production status
‣ Schedule is very tight and it will require major efforts to be ready for installation in the summer shutdown 2020

‣ Can we convince ourselves and the collaboration that we have a realistic chance to make it?

- Will we be able to install the VXD with two times more PXD cables in place?  
Upgrade
- Although prospects for realization are still very uncertain the discussions on a potential future upgrade of the Belle II 

vertex detector are gaining momentum 
‣ Belle II VXD Open Workshop, 8-10 July at CERN:  https://indico.cern.ch/event/810687/

- What could be possible contributions from DEPFET community?
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Agenda
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